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Greensource - Cincinnati, OH

Swirl

[tables]

Roosevelt Center - San Jose, CA

Sustainable
Linenless
Presentations

Swirl Tables�,® created with an original handcrafted artistry,
are the perfect solution for sophisticated and linenless
presentations. These aircraft-grade aluminum tables,
hand-etched with randomly swirled patterns, add a modern
element to any d�cor. Aesthetically engaging without the
use of linens, translates into significant savings associated
with conventional linens. Select from a variety of finishes to
establish a multitude of striking appearances for any event.

Marriott Plaza San Antonio - San Antonio, TX

Grand Hyatt Seattle - Seattle, WA

Handcrafted Aristry

Easy Upkeep

Randomly swirled pattern
etched into aluminum for
a linenless appeal and
protected with a clear
finish.

Spandex is made of an
industrial strength material
with four-way stretch and is
low maintenance.

Linenless

Easy Application

No need for table linens!
Swirl Tables� include installed
hooks under table top for easy
Spandex application.

Easy Mobility
Table trucks provide
protective stacking and
storing

GHD Table Truck

Custom Made
Our spandex is custommade in a variety of sizes
to complement your table.

The
Finishing
Touch

Add the perfect finishing touch to any event with custom-made
spandex skirting. Combined with the artistry of Swirl Tables�,® the
spandex wrap sculpts to the shape of the table legs and creates
a visually stunning piece. Transform an ordinary presentation into
a memorable event with the unity of a unique Swirl®� finish and a
distinctive, vivid spandex skirt.

Design Choices

Specifications

Swirl�

Sustainability

Finishes*

*Printed colors may vary from
leg color only

Satin

Rectangle
(W" x L")

18 x 60
18 x 72
18 x 96
24 x 60
24 x 72
24 x 96
30 x 48
30 x 60
30 x 72
30 x 96
36 x 60
36 x 72
36 x 96

Bahama Blue

New Penny

Tucson

Square

Round

(W" x L")

(dia")

48
60
66
72

30 x 30
36 x 36

Half Round

10 x 60 x 12
10 x 72 x 12
10 x 96 x 12

60
72

Accessories

(W" x L")

GHD Table Trucks
Table Top Tiers
Spandex Wraps
Grommet Hole
Caster Wheels (Alulite® only)

Crescent/Serpentine Tier

(W" x L" x H")

(W" x radius x H")

10 x inside x 12
10 x outside x 12

Quarter Round

the actual product. To ensure
confirm your design needs
please call for color sample.

Swirl® Table Top

Leg Styles

Swirl� Finish

Black

Crescent/Serpentine
30 x 60

Rectangle Tier

(dia")

Graphite

Copper

60

Folding Legs
Roman II Individual
Folding

H Style*

Orange

Red

School Gold

Lt. Gold

Old Gold

Dark Green

Kelly

Navy

* Printed colors may

Royal

Columbia Blue

Purple

Chocolate

Vegas Gold

White

Silver Grey

Black

All legs are aluminum and welded together for strength, then attached to the table with zinc-plated bolts and nuts. Legs will never
rust. Powder-coat paint in Matte Black color is applied for finishing.

Swirl� Care and Maintenance

Spandex™*

Cardinal

All top surfaces are .080" thick with primary stiffener ribs and have 1½" profile edges (Lifetime Warranty) or 1" profile edges (15Year Warranty). Table tops are constructed of individual boards bolted together and have longitudinal seams. Table tops will not
crack or warp after extended usage or exposure to heat, moisture or sunlight. Tables will not emit toxic fumes, gases or smoke
in high temperatures related to a fire (passes Cal Fire Code 133). Tables have permanent scratch-resistant stacking bumpers
attached to the legs to prevent damage when stacking.
Aluminum features a sanded random swirl pattern etched into the surface. A baked on clear powder-coat finish protects the table.

* All tables are 29.75" high
* Alulite� edge profile is 1½", MardiGras� edge profile is 1"
* H Style leg options: adj height feature or caster wheels

(radius")

Aluminum extrusions contain 70% recycled aluminum; 10% is post-consumer content, and 60% pre-consumer content. Southern
Aluminum products are recyclable. All aluminum components are smooth finish high strength alloy 6063-T6 extrusions unless
otherwise noted.

vary from the actual
product. To ensure/
confirm your design
needs please call for
color sample.

The swirl finish is of a delicate nature and will be compromised if not handled with appropriate care. The surface finish is sealed
with clear coating to aid in protection, but inappropriate handling of this product will remove the protection and the finish will be
damaged. Regular use of Pledge®® Multi Surface on Swirl Tables®® enhances the shine and reduces scuff marks.

Lifetime Written Warranty

Southern Aluminum’s expertise in design and manufacturing has always set the highest standards in our markets and we want you to be
confident in our time-tested and functionally proven products. We guarantee our products under normal use and normal conditions for as
long as you own them. This includes the functional and mechanical performance of each product as used in the conventional purposes
and application. This warranty does not cover the normal wear and tear on tabletop surface or edges. There does not exist any known
horizontal surface material or surface treatment, whether manufactured by Southern Aluminum or any competitors/manufacturers,
which is completely scratch resistant. Southern Aluminum does not warranty scratches, gouges and other physical damage to the
tabletop finish caused by transport, storage and use (misuse).
We provide instructions and teaching aids (DVD video, posters, hard copy instructions) regarding the care and maintenance of
our products. In addition, Southern Aluminum offers specially designed and engineered heavy-duty table carts that reduce the
likelihood of or eliminates the damage that conventional table carts can produce.
Some surface materials (Wilsonart, Formica and other HPL laminate products; stage carpet) are not manufactured by Southern
Aluminum and are governed solely by the guarantees or warranties of these manufacturers. In addition, discoloration due to
harsh cleaners, blemishes, scratches and deterioration to HPL laminates are not covered.
In the unlikely event of a warranty issue after your products are in use, we will replace or repair the product(s) at our
discretion.

Shown in Table Size
Round

Round Pedestal

Square Pedestal

Tier

(W" x L")

18 x 60
18 x 72
18 x 96
24 x 60
24 x 72
24 x 96
30 x 60
30 x 72 (Also fits Serpentine)
30 x 96
36 x 60
36 x 72
36 x 96

18 x 60
18 x 72
18 x 96
24 x 60
24 x 72
24 x 96
30 x 60
30 x 72
30 x 96

48
60
66
72

30 x 30
30 x 42
36 x 30
36 x 42

30 x 30
30 x 42
36 x 30
36 x 42

10 x 60
10 x 72
10 x 96
12 x 60
12 x 72
12 x 96

(dia")

(dia" x H")

(sq" x H")

(H" x W")

Specialty

60” quarter round
60” half round
30” with 34” Adj legs

Printed on Recycled Paper
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3-Sided

(W" x L")

Rectangle

